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In the midst of winter,
1. found within myself
an invincible summer.
Albert Camus

Nothing is more
precious than
independence and
freedom.

VOL. X Number 5

. NEWARK STATE'COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

V.A. C. Announces
Campaign -Stages
Dave Lichenstein and Tony
Levi, Co-Chairman of Union
County Voting Age Coalition
(VAC) have announced the details
of V AC's campaign for the 18
year old vote. They emphasize
student participation as an
integral part in the success of
failure of this effort.

increase if we are going to win,"
he added.
Students interested in working
with VAC may attend the Oct. 13
rally in the Theatre for the
Performing Arts, or they may
leave their name, address, phone
number, and schedule in Mailbox
No. 331.

The campaign will be run in
three main stages. In the first,
students will poll door-to-door
registered voters for a yes, no, o-r
undecided opinion. The second
time around students will urge the
"yes" voters to get out and vote;
"undecided voters will be
persuaded to make up their mind.

All Union County High school
students are being invited to this
October 13 rally. Newark States'
Acting President Nathan Weiss,
Dave Du Pell (State VAC
Chairman), Dave Lichenstein, and
Tony Levi will speak on student
roles in VAC.
In addition VAC is distributing
bumper stickers, buttons, and
Then, on election day, . a phamphlets supporting the 18
"strike force" including student year vote referendum which will
babysitters, will be used to appear on the Nov. 4th ballot.
transport voters to the polls.
"Considering Newark State's
position," said Lichenstein, "I feel
that it is the responsibility of our
students to work for the 18 year
old vote. Right now I would say
that the referendum stands a
50-50 chance of passing, but
student participation must

Faculty Votes
Students On

Senate Comm.
A proposal that appears to be a
major positive step towards
increased student representation
in all - College affairs was
accepted at the Faculty Senate
meeting held September 30th. For
the first time, the student voice
will be given rec'ognition in two
committees of the Faculty Senate.
Students will be sitting ex-officio
on the Cirriculum Committee and
the Calendar Committee. The
Curriculum Committee, through
which all changes in curriculum
are channeled, is chaired by Mr.
Schumacher and the Calendar
Committee, which proposed the
calendar for the academic year, is
_chaired by Mr. Wesley Daniels.
The students chosen to sit in
on these committees will be
pick e d b y the S tu dent
Organization. Those interested are
asked to get in touch with a
member of the Student
Organization.
Mr. Bill Loehning, President of
Student Organization, regretted
that no voting rights for students
were involved, but he added that
this ste·p means an amount of
representation is .now present that
never existed before.

Housing Comm.
To Distribute
Questionnaire
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Student Council Approves
Due Pro,cess Committee
By David Walsh
The Due Process Committee's
plans for establishing a Judiciary
Committee was approved by the
Student Council on Friday night.
This committee would be
composed of four students and
five faculty members who will
hear cases involving charges of
serious student misconduct. They
would be empowered to
determine innocence or guilt, and
to assign penalties. A · separate
Appeals Board is also included in
the resolution.
A move aimed at creating a
better informed, more
representative student government
also was passed. Henceforth the
agenda for Friday night's Student
Council meeting will be
distributed at least twenty-four
hours in advance of the meeting.
This will allow representatives
to reflect upon certain issues and
also to consult their constituents
concerning controversial
questions.
Mrs. Bockington, a sophomore
at Union College, spoke on the
establishment of a "Grey
Committee'. at her college. Grey

,

Council members discussing d4e process
is defined as "a blend of black and know and understand each
white, and that's exactly what the other."
With college enrollment
Grey community at Union College
expected
to double by 1971 and
is, a bond of black and white
students organized to give new new dormitory facilities not be be
shadings to race relations on completed for at least three years,
student council representative
campus."
Tony
Levi, as head of the
"Discussion alone won't help,"
says Mrs. Bockington, "because off-campus housing committee set
everyone tones down what they forth proposals at last Friday's
really feel. By working together council meeting to help control
and playing together we'll get to the growing off-campus dilemna.

by Rebecca Dematteo
The off-campus housing
committee has announced the
distribution of a questionnaire,
Student participation on Browsing Room of the Student
the results of which will be
departmental
committees - the Activities Building.
published as a guide to off-campus
The program, a fulfillment of a
place
where
curriculums are
housing.
Committee chairman Tony "made or broken" - could do promise made by Dr. Weiss during
Levi stated that the survey would much to bring about new and Orientation, is designed to give
include finding the number of more "relevant" courses, Acting · students the opportunity to talk
students living in rooms or President Dr. Nathan Weiss told a to the President and members of
apartments, their rents and living small but interested group of his staff and to air complaints and
·conditions, and the number of students at the first "Listening problems.
Responding to questions on
students now looking for Post" held last Thursday in the
apartments. Pending the return of
the questionnaires, a file on
presently available off-campus
housing will be available by
,November 1.
The committee will also run an
ad in all newspapers within a
Residents of Dougall and parking lot for dormitory
10-i'.nile radius of the college for a Whiteman Halls, reacting to . the students.
At an informal meeting
week urging people who have erection of a fence behind the
apartments to contact N.S.C. The dormitories, presented a petition attended by Dean Samenfeld and
Student Organization office will of grievances to Acting President Lichtenstein, Acting President
have a list of these apartments for Nathan Weiss and Dean of Weiss promised that all tickets
issued since the erection of the
students to consult. The list Students Herbert Samenfeld.
should be completed by April 1,
Dougall Hall resident Dave fence would be cancelled. He also
1970. The program also calls for Lichtenstein stated that the fence stated that no further tickets
the establishment of approved cut off , the parking spaces would be issued until a "definite
housing, and inspection of all available by the dorms and that solution" is found to the problem.
In answer to the students'
student dwellings off-campus to cars parked in this area that were
encur good living conditions and owned by resident students were other grievances, Weiss appointed
a committee consisting of Mr.
reasonable rents. The committee ticketed.
also plans to investigate the
Arguing that a shortage of off Callahan of the Development
possibility of bus lines from all campus housing makes dorm 0 ffice, Mr. Lichtenstein, the
directions to bring people here living a necessity for many members of the Dorm Parking
without cars.
students and with the possibility Committee and Mr. Bogland of
Levi commented that the of a dorm fee hike coming in the the Security force to investigate
possibility of rising dorm rates near future, the petition stated the feasibility of expanding the
will make this student housing that parking privileges should be dormitory parking facilities and
shortage more critical. The extended to dorm students. The privileges. They are to investigate
problem can b_e met only with the petition also asked for the what has been done in similar
complete co-operation of the cancellation of the issued tickets situations ·at the other five state
off-campus students.
and construction of an additional colleges.

Weiss Responds At "Listening Post"

Dorm Students
Petition Weiss

relevance both in subject matter
and teaching methods, Acting
President Weiss pointed out that
the student evaluation is a
potentially important tool for
improving courses, and noted that
even individual professors could
use the tool to discover
weaknesses in their methods and
materials.
One student raised the
question of how to eliminate the
physical education requirement
for veterans. Dr. Weiss suggested
negotiations with the Physical
Education department , the
Curriculum Committee, and even
the full Faculty Senate, if
necessary. He also declared that
Student Organization should go
beyond approval of the proposal
to active negotiations on behalf of
the veterans, who comprise a
sizeable group of approximately
300 on campus.
The
same line of
communication
Department
Chairman, Curriculum Committee
and Faculty Senate - was
recommended for those seeking to
change the policy of no credit for
only one year of a foreign
language.
Declaring at the end of the
discussic..n that a "good start" had
been made, Acting President Weiss
prom i:ed that more such
dialogues would be scheduled,
possibly as regular twice-monthly
events.

Prel~de to Moratorium Day-Vietnam Supplement
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The Dorm As Plantation
Part One: _Parking
by Dave Lichenstein

Just as students are niggers, the
dorms are plantations. Granted, in
comparison to some campuses the
rules imposed upon the students
at N.S.C. are not entirely unfair or
illogical!, but then again in
pre-reconstruction South some
plantations were better thanothers.
For example , consider the fact
that in 1969 the girls are still
fighting for abolition of curfew
hours or that the boys have not
yet received closed door policy .
Yet the blame does ,not quite fall
directly on the administration. At
Newark State we have learnea
that when a logical , responsible
argument is presented, usually a
satisfactory student gain is met .
What makes the dorms
plantations then, is not so much
the governing rules, but the
unquestioned acceptability of
these rules by the students and

the unfortunate apathy which
haunts the dormitories, despite
attempts by house chairman and
dorm directors to change.
For, much like a plantation,
the dorm students rise up early in
the morning, scuttle out to class
during the day, and quickly return
to the shelter of their little mom
at night .
In this series, I shall examine
several aspects of the plantation,
starting with that of PARKING .
IBE PARKING CRISIS:
Last Sunday evening a petition
was circulated to Whiteman and
Douglass Dorm Students which
read:
,
" Whereby : Since the
construction of the rear gate ,
parking has been congested, an
unwarranted amount of parking
tickets have been distributed to
student cars ;
Whereby : The proposed back

Schedule ~f Events
Date

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 10/12
Event
Place

SUNDAY, OCTOBER12th
6:00-8:00
Pi Eta Sigma Smoker
7:45-10:30
CCB Movie : " Stolen Kisses"
8:00-10: 00
Kappa Epsilon Smoker
MONDAY, OCTOBER 13th
9:00-4:00
VfSTA Recruiters
6:00-8:00
Omega Sigma Psi Smoker
7:00-10:00
Aleithian Society Meeting
7:30-10:00
Omega Sigma Psi Meeting
8:00-10:00
Lambda Chi Rho Smoker
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14th
9;'00-4 :00
VISTA Recruiters

Hex Room
Theatre for
Perf. Arts
Sloan Lounge
CoUege Center
Hallway
Sloan Lounge
Hex Room
Alumni Lounge
Sloan Lounge

College Center
Hallway
N.J . College Admission
Downs Hall9:00-2:00
Meeting-Luncheon
Various Rms.
Standing Committee Meetings Various Locations
1:40-2:55
Campus Girl Scouts Meeting
Alumni Lounge
J :40-2 :55
Moratorium Committee Meeting Littte Theatre
1 :40-2:55
Psych. Majors Meeting
Hex Room
1:40-2:55
Alpha Theta Pi
SI oan Lounge
J :40-2: 55
Birthday Party
Delta Sigma Pi Smoker
Hex Room
6: 00-8: 00
Beta Delta Chi Meeting
Alumni Lounge
7 :00-10:00
Lambda Chi Rho Meeting
T.V. Lounge
7:00-10:00
Nu Sigma Tau Meeting
Snack Bar
• 7 :00-10:00
Nu Delta Pi Meeting
Willis 200
7:00-10:00
Nu Sigma Phi Meeting
Willis 300
7:00-10:00
Moratorium Committee Meeting Willis 400
7:00-10:00
Graduate Student
Little Theatre
7:30-10 :00
Association Meeting
Sloan Lounge
8 :00-10:00
Rho Theta Tau Smoker
Downs Hall
4:00-9:00
NJEA Dinner-Meeting
Schedule 10/12
WEDNESDAY , OCTOBER 15th
Various Locations
All Day
Viet Nam Moratorium
Downs-Faculty
11 :30-2:00
Faculty-Staff Buffet
Dining Rm.
Downs-Meeting
11 :30-1 :00
Counseling Services Meeting
RoomB
6:00-9:00
College Center Board Meeting Alumni Lounge
Hex Room
6:00-8:00
Beta Delta Chi Smoker
Little Thea-tre
7:30-10:00
Special Education Lectures
Sloan Lounge
8 :00-10:00
Sigma Kappa Phi Smoker
THURSDAY, OCTOBER16th ~
Hex Room
6:00-8:00
Chi Delta Smoker
Downs-Meeting Rm A
6:00-10:00
Kappa Delta Pi Meeting
7:00-10:00
Greek Sing Committee Meeting Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
8:00-10:00
Dept. of Physical
Science Lecture
Sloan Lounge
8 :00-10:00
Nu Theta Chi Smoker
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17th
College Center
9:00-4 :00
VISTA Recruiters
Hallway
Sloan Lounge
6:00-10:00
Nu Sigma Phi Smoker
Downs-Meeting Rm A
6:00-7:00
Student Council Dinner
SATURDAY,OCTOBER18th
Various Locations
9:00-1 :00
Annual Reading Conference
Sloan Lounge
9;00-5:00 · Rutgers Lawyers Association

parking lot will only afford space
for 17 student cars;
Whereby: As mature college
students living on an expanding
camp us the necessities of
possessing a car are many and
realistic: We propose:
1. That all dorm students be
alJowed to have cars on campus.
2. That the back parking lot be
open to all dorm students.
3. That additional adequate
parking spaces be provided.
4. All lots be unticketed from
Friday night 12:00 until Sunday
night 12:00 so th at students and
friends do not receive tickets
while attending lectures , plays, or
other such events.
5. That all parking areas be
known to all students an d that no
parking zones be poste d.
6. All tickets issued since
construction of rear fence be
canceled." Explanation:
1. Perhaps in 1958 it was
sufficient to condemn on-campus
parking, but in 1969 the necessity
of possessing a car are many. Most
other colleges allow for dorm
students to have cars on campus,
an d with the increasing rate of
dormitory costs something must
be done to make on-campus living
more attractive.
2. Again , the most available
space in existence for this purpose
is the · rear parking lot. I am glad
to say that, it seems, since last
week an effort has been made to
secure some type of lock-key on
the rear gate. .

.

"

3. If all dorm students are
allowed to have cars, then
obviously space must be provided.
In all probability all dorm
students will not bring cars on
campus, but for the many who
right now possess them (at th_e
cost of numerous tickets), this
will make it more cordial and
'legal'.
4. As of right now , cars are
supposed to go unticketed over
the weekend. But since the
construction of the rear fence ,
those cars forced up front to the
grass I ot have received an
estimated amount of over $150
worth of tickets.
S. So that all students know
that what areas are restricted and
more important, so that zoning
restrictions are not suddenly
conceived and 'enforced' in the
middle of the year , precautions
must be made.
6. Of most immediate concern
is that all parking tickets issued
since the construction of the rear
fence , since they are illegal . They
may be 'legal' in so far that the
'proper authorities' have issued
therri, but the facts remain that
the cars were forced up front
without notice because of the
suprising construction of the rear
fence.
TI1ese are just some of the
restrictions on the plantation
which go unchallenged by the
workers eve(y day . And the
surprising thing is that on this
campus it is usually the
administration and dorm directors
who are willing to sit down and
talk, while the students have in
the past appeared too apathetic to
take any real course of action for
~ttaining their goals.
• '
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Re-evaluation,
Key To Progress
By: Dorothy Asmund

and start hvmg in the present. It is
the faculty of this college and
every other college throughout
this country that can make free
men or slaves out of coming
generations.
It is on the faculty that must
fall the heavy burden of
reevaluating themselves, their
students and their society. Deep
seated values must be examined
and discussed. "Gut" issues must
be heard, not just polite ones
whose only purpose is to
complicate matters. Their task is
further aggravated by the fact that
they themselves are products of
the same type of education that
makes compromising followers of
us all.
We need discussions and more
discussions between students and
faculty, and faculty and faculty
about these issues. We must stop
talking trivia and start making
sense. The main issues in my mind
are as follows:
1. A discussion of the term
"relevance".
2. What is a relevant education
for contemporary man?
3. What do particular courses
contri bu te t o a s tudent's
"relevant" education?
4. A discussion of authoritarian
vs. democratic classrooms.
5. What can we do to catch up
with our technology and reduce
the cultural lag?
6. What unique thing can a
college education do that nothing
else in society can?
7. What are the psychological
consequences of grading?
8. ls there an art in human
relations and living that colleges
might do well to pursue?
We seem to be on the verge of
more meaningful discussions as
Dr. Weiss' "coffee hours" seem to
indicate. I hope I am right.

So let us return to ourselves.
Let us examine our motives, our
consciences, our philosophies, and
our asperations. Let us start
thinking and speaking in 20th
century language and accept
people as unique individuals
struggling to keep their sanity in a
rapidly changing technological
society that treats them as "units"
rather than flesh and blood. And
if I were asked what would be the
characteristics of this new
language, I would say that
FLEXIBILITY, OPEN
MINDEDNESS , SENSITIVITY,
T OLERATION , and a
WILLINGNESS TO EXPLORE
THE UNKNOWN were its main
guidelines.
But first , allow me to correct a
universal fallacy that may have
been trne at one time , but is no
longer reliable. Be prepared fo r a
shock, fellow students - the
younger generation is not the
"hope of the world". Aside from
a minority of concerned students,
they are "cop out s" ready to let
the establishment go its own way .
They are also willing to be
controlled by their peer groups,
by "leaders" and by machines. To
say that the environment made
you this way is probably true , but
it is also self-defeating. Our
society has also made you an
object of adulation. You have
become smug and self-satisifed
while your elders must wistfully
yearn to return to their bygone
days. ln dreaming this impossible
dream, they have forgotten their
responsibilities. And college
professors are no exception. We
are all affected by our society in
one way or another. Nevertheless,
college professors ha·;e it in their
power to be the real "hope of the
world" if they will stop dreaming

Scholarships-So. France
Five scholarships of $1,000
each are available to students
applying to the Institute for
American Universities for an
academic year at Aix-en-Provence ,
in southern France. The Institute ,
chartered by the University of the
State of New York, and under the
auspices of the University of
Aix-Marseille , founded in 1409, is
designed for American
undergraduates who wish to study
abroad and have credit transferred
to their home universities. The
above scholarships are divided
among majors in French,
Literature, Fine Arts , History ,
Social Sciences and Mediterranean
Area Studies. (They are not
available to students enrolled in
the I.A.U. SUMMER Program or
the l.A . U . One Semester
Program).
In addition to the above
awards, 25 tuition grants and a
French Government scholarship
of over $1,000 reserved for
French majors , are awarded each
year.
Aix-en-provence is located 17
miles north of Marseille within
easy reach of the French Riviera,
ski resorts in the French Alps , the
Roman cities of Aries, Nimes and
Orange, and is only a few hours
from Spain, Italy and Switz.erland.
'.l
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Inform ation abo ut the
Institu te for American
Universities is available in college
libraries, foreign study offices or
French Departments.
Applications should be made
by airmail director to :
The Director,
Institute for American
Universities
2 bis , rue du Bon-Pasteur
13 Aix-en-Provence .
Telephone : (91) 27.82.39
NOTICE

A television receiver will be
placed in the second floor lounge
area between Bruce and
Townsend Hall for the broadcast
of the World Series between the
Baltimore Orioles and the New
York Mets. Students and faculty
will - also have access to the
television set in the lounge area of
the College Center (formerly the
old Snack Bar).

Classified
Ads

Looking for a fellow to share a
3 ½ room apartment. Ideally
situated. Close to college. 405
Westminster Ave., Elizabeth. Rent
$55 a month. Phone 353-4 732.
,
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By Howard Duff

Music

A Blues Band?-You're Kidding
by Howard Duff
"A Blues Band? You're kidding!"

The first thing that was
probably said by everybody the
first time they saw the Rolling
Stones was "Look at all that
hair!", or "Ecch - are they ugly!"
But the people who took time to
go beyond physical appearance
and examine the Stones for their
abili~y were awed by their music.
The small clique of Stone fanatics
grew and grew. (It seems strange
to look back an d realize the
Stones were probably the first big
"underground group ." The Stones
- underground! Wow, that was a
while back!) until it had become a
torrent of devotion. The Stones
just never quit on you. They take
you, your body , your mind, and
play pool with them. You get
grabbed by the scruff of the neck
and are never let go of. But
writing superlatives abou t the
Stones serves no purpose. So to
educate those few people who
don't know their musical facts or
my personal tastes , one in the
same , I'll present a brief outline of
important points :
1. The Stones were together
before the Beatles 2. "Hankey
Tonk Women" shows the Stones
are still on top.
3. The Stones are the best
group around.
So now that the Stones are
back on the band battle - l 6
Magazine - top 40 scene, (I'll bet
"Hankey-Tonk" gets requested as
much as any good Frankie Valli or
Iron Butterfly number) ,
everybody loves them. But did

anybody, with the exception of a
few, love them when they put out
possibly, if not probably, the
greatest album of all time? I'm
referring to "The Rolling Stones"
(London LL3375). How many

through almost everything they
do, "Hankey Tonk" being a prime
example.
The album track by track Side one opens with "Not Fade
Away," a number that has since

Mick Jagger of the Rolling Stones

Stone fans have this album besides
the early Freaks who dug the
Stones? The album is a showcase
for the group. It demonstrates
how good the Stones were at what
made them - the blues. (Yes,
folks, the Rolling Stones were
blues band up until "Out of Our
Heads" when they began to
branch out into other musical
forms). This blues basis still shows

a

become a classic with Stones fans.
It was their first American single
and was a pretty large hit
although you'd never know it due
to New York radio not playing
anything but glop. The song is an
old Buddy Holly tune with that
infectious Bo Diddly beat. It
features a perfect vocal by Mick
and a great togetherness by the
band with special accent on the

Fader to Key note Reading Conference
The Sixth Annual Reading
Conference of Newark State
College to be held Saturday,
October 18, will offer Dr. Dan
Fader as its keynote speaker. Dr.
Fader is a nationally known
author, teacher , and speaker, who
has worked extensively with
disadvantaged youth. He was
Project Director of the Maxey
Boys Training School in Michigan
and Director of the U.S .O.E.

program "English in Every
Classroom" in Washington , D. C.
He also served as a consultant to
establish reading and writing
programs at Camp Kilmer, New
Jersey . His topic will be "Meeting
Individual Needs," which is the
theme of the conference.
Reacting tci Dr. Fader will be
two educators well known in this
area; Dr. Alma Flagg, Assistant
Superintendent in charge of

All I can do ls ask.
Remember. only you can prevent forest fires.

ffl

0
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Curriculum Services in Newark ,
New Jersey , and Dr. Dan Dramer,
District Curriculum Supervisor of
Reading and Language Arts ,
Elmont, Long Island.
Following the major address,
there will be sectional meetings
which will give those attending
the conference opportunity to
select from among six timely
topics :
"Linguistics and Reading:
Panacea or Fantasy" ; "Creative
Drama - a Road to Reading";
"Reading for the Gifted
Pre-School Child."; "Refreshing
Techniques in Language Arts for
the Disadvantaged"; "Code
Reading - A New Approach to
Teaching Reading."
For those who have specia~ed
questions about the teaching of
reading a free barn-storming
session called "Consult the
Experts" will be scheduled as
Section Meeting F. Two
consultants will be available to
answer questions.
Leading book publishers in the
language arts and reading area
have been invited to exhibit at the
conference. A large collection of
up-to-date materials , therefore,
will be on display during the
conference.
The Reading Conference is
being held from 9 :00 a.m. to 1 :00
p.m. on Saturday, October 18,
1969, in the Theater for
Perfonning Arts, Newark State
College. There is a registration fee
of fifty cents for N.S.C . Students.

late Brian Jone's harp and Keith
Richard's guitar.
"Fade" is followed by the old
Chuck Berry number "Route 66",
one of the outstanding cuts on the
album. (For Stones and Chuck
Berry, freaks who are familiar
with the song, get a copy of the
original record by Bing Crosby
and the Andrews Sisters on 78
RPM - Decca 23569B. It will
knock you out.) Keith Richard
actually surpasses Berry's guitar
work in this version. In fact, on
the strength of one record ,
Richard was called by
Crawdaddy ! the best recorded
hard-rock guitarist outside of
Berry himself! That's quite a feat
for one record. Keith today is still
one of the best guitarists on the
scene, although you'll never hear
this opinion from anyone outside
of me and a few other crazed
fanatics. Keith, rather than being
a flash and mauling a song to
death with guitar gymnastics,
plays with a touch not quite
equalled by anyone outside of
B.B . King . Every note he plays
belongs there. Its that simple.
Taste . Keith has perfect taste.
The next cut is "I Just Wanna
Make Love To You," a Muddy
Waters · numbe~ that the Stones
put on the B side of "Tell Me."
The song is a powerful piece done
in very quick time with a
beautiful harp passage by Brian.
"Honest I Do," originally done
by Jimmy Reed, follows, and the
Stones show their feel for the
slow blues number. Featured are
· wailing harp solos by Jagger and
an equally excellent vocal , with
the lines oozing out and creating
the song's mood.
"Now I've Got A Witness" and
"Little By Little" (both written
by Mick and Keith). Finish up
-side one.
"Witness" is an instrumental
jazz-blues piece . It features
excellent bass work by Bill
Wyman. "Little By Little" is one
of the masterpieces of the album.
It's a punchy blues with superb
instrumentation. Keith's guitar
and Mick's harp work are really
beautiful . In my book this is blues
that can match up to Butterfield,
Mayall,etc. any day.
Side two opens with the Slim
Harpo classic, "I'm A King Bee."

The Stones version is a little
quicker and sharper than Slim's,
but it adds that drive which makes
the Stones.
Chuck Berry's "Carol" follows
the Harpo number, and again
Richard comes out on top, with
fantastic phrasing on his riffs. The
band holds together so well, in
this and every number, thanks to
Charlie Watts' drumming. Nothing
intricate or death defying, just an
unbelievable tightness.
"Tell Me" is the third cut on
side two. Ifs expanded from the
single, being that it has a ride and
the ending is made longer. It
sounds as though the Stones were
going after a 1957 sound when
they wrote this one. The
C-AM-F-G chords attest to that.
But it comes off well and is very
palatable .
In rapid succession, the album
closes with "Can I Get A
Witness?", "You Can Make It, If
You Try," and "Walking the
Dog."
"Witness," the old Marvin
Gaye number, comes off with a
fanatical drive about it that only
the Stones could attain. At first
the vocal and piano (played by
Jan Stewart - the band's road
manager) are the first things you
notice, but after a while, you see
it is Watts who again makes the
number what it is.
"You Can Make It" is the only
song on the record that is below
the level of the album. I don't
know why I feel that way - it's
just not as good.
The Rufus Thomas hit of
1963, "Walking the Dog" ends the
album. It alone is worth the price
of the record. Everyone is at his
best on this cut - tightness, great
instrumentation (catch Keith's
ride), a fine vocal and you can
even play it at Frat parties "cause
it got a good beat." Quite a few
things have changed since this
record first hit the stands in 1964;
the world situation has gotten
worse, more people are starving,
we have been cheated out of a
President, even Brian Jones has
left us. But the Stones are still
here. Even if Mick Taylor has
replaced Brian, it's still the
Stones. Go home and put a
Stones' record on - feel good
again.

Noto Bene

There will be a meeting of the
English Club, October 9th at 4:40
in WIO0. Mr. James Murphy,
advisor of the Theater Guild will
speak on the subject of "Nudity
in the Theater".

* * •.

The College Center Board is
now taking applications to fill
existing vacancies on the CCB.
The positions available are those
of the Assistant Secretary,
Assistant Treasurer, Chairman of
the Special Events Committee, the
Fine Arts Committee.
Applications may be obtained in
the Student Activities office. All
persons interested in becoming a
member of the Board will be
asked to attend the CCB meeting
on Wednesday, October 15, at
6:30 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge
where they will be interviewed

and voted upon by the College
Center Board.

*'* *

The Mixed Chorus of Newark
State College has begun its new
season urider the direction of
Prof. James W. Cullen.
The first concert of the season
in early December will have as its
featured work the Pergolesi
"Magnificat", a short ,
Baroque-style composition. The
performance will include student
soloists, chorus, and instruments.
Any interested student is
invited to participate. Rehearsals
are held in WA-28 every Monday
·nd Wednesday, 2nd period.

* * *

The staff of the Dana Review is
now accepting contributions for
the winter edition of the
magazine.
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Objects to

"Truth. cannot be /or.cetl but m,ist be allowed to plead /or .itsel/:'

Moratorium

Vietnam, Critically Analyzed
One of the most admirable attributes
that a :nation can possessi is admitting to its
people that it has made a political and
military blunder. Unfortunately, we as
' American citizens cannot pride ourselves in
this endeavor because the war still continues
in Vietnam as people still cling to "Uncle
Sams" idealistic qualities of omnipotence
and omniscience.
Priorities have changed immensely from
the onset of American involvement in
Vietnam to the present policy which ha~
proven itself to be politically and militarily
unreal. If the American government is only
satisfied with establishing an
anti-Communist, anti-Hanoi, anti-NLF,
pro-American philosophy in Vietnam then
we will never leave the Southeast Asian
peninsula.
The U.S. has overestimated itself as a
protectorate for self determination in the
Third World Community due to major
misunderstanding as to the impact of an
'' in terrtational Communist conspiriacy."
There still exists remnants of the paranoia
perpetuated by the McCarthy witch hunts.
There has been a failure to grasp the new
political realities within the Communist gap.
Communism has no longer the unified force
it once possessed, evident by the Sino-Soviet
schism and the relation of the East European
satellite countries to Moscow. Perhaps even
more basic the crisis in Vietnam is not one
of communism vs. democracy (democracy
never existed there) but rather a civil war
between communist lead forces against a
government dominated by a autocratic
authoritarian military clique.
The imposition of Western philosophy,
i.e. democracy would create a paradox
similar to that found upon reading "The
Tea-House of the August Moon." The

cam

u5 Qui S

Oriental philosophy is thousands of years
old and virtually unchanged. Their value for
life is the antithesis of Western thought, the
family unit in Asia only mainting a
responsible altitude.
The French had dominated in
lndo-China for 20 years only to be
victimized by anti white neo-colonialism
ideology. Alien White faces are too familiar
in the eyes of the Vietnamese and can only
be interpreted as a Western attempt to
re-establish a foothold in a land where they
are not wa_nted. If blacks and whites in this
country cannot trust each other due to the
historical exploitative nature of whites, then
one cannot fail to recognize a
communication gap between yellows and
whites in a land thousands of miles away.
In order to bridge this gap the American
government must re-examine their goals and
formulate a credible policy that would be
meaningful to the people of Southeast Asia.
Therefore, there must be a complete military
de-emphasis, immediate withdrawal, as soon
as it is physically possible. The consequences
of inflation in the U.S. do not appear as
devastating as the death of thousands of
people in Vietnam and the anxiety and
frustration experienced by the
socio-economically deprived in the states.
Newark, Plainfield, Detroit, and Los Angeles
are not a far cry from Vietnam.

To the Editor:
I am writing to object to the
cancellation of classes October 15
in order for Newark State College
to join the national protest
movement against the Vietnam
war. Regardless of the nature of
the seminars or the objectivity of
inquiries conducted on our
campus that day, we corporately
have been officially joined, by the
arbitrary action of our Board of
Trustees, with a frankly partisan
national movement.
I seriously question the legality
of any institute of higher learning
becoming affiliated with any
controversial partisan movement.
This action is a negation of the
basic tenets of objective inquiry
and freedom of individual
expression endemic to the
education process. Regardless of
our individual convictions, the
faculty, administration and
student body have become
categorized by the community at
large as "war protestors" favoring
a "moratorium" and precipitous
withdrawal from Vietnam
regardless of consequences. Not
only will the process of education
be interrupted on October 15, but
more important, our individual
rights have been abridged. When
students pay their tuition fee,
they are entitled to receive the
education they pay for ; with
classes cancelled, at the very least
they deserve a refund for class
time missed. In addition , students
and faculty alike should indicate
by any appropriate action their
revulsion at the denial of their
rights perpetrated by this illegal
and arbitrary action.

higher education, and the rights as
well as duties of those who work
within such systems.
Dan T. Blount
Associate Professor
of Physics

Veterans
Needed
To the editor:
Any Veteran interested in
taking part in the memorial
service on Oct. 15, please leave
your name in T 203.
This is not a protest. It is only
to bring attention to the living,
that c. 40,000 Americans have
died in South Vietnam.
Alan N. Farber

Color Guard
To Form
To the Editor:
A group of girls are interested
in starting a colorguard along with
the twirlers.
Any girls with previous
colorguard experience or
marching, please contact Sharon,
mailbox No. 808.
Please leave your name ,
address, telephone number,
mailbox number and any previous
experience in a colorguard.
Please Come Out
Sharon '73

-Tickets for

Valid elections must be provided for in
Vietnam allowing for true
self-determination, not imposed
fraternalization. If in the final analysis the
people of Vietnam are seeking American
support let it reflect in their empty stomachs
and unsheltered bodies, not in bloodshed.
It is entirely possible that at
The INDEPENDENT stands strong to these some future time the Board will
convictions and envisions the present policy expect us to hold seminars ( on
school time) to "solve" other
with great distaste.

b

Hey, whQ+ are you
doin, Wedne sday , on

Richie Havens
$2.50

At
Information
&
Service Desk

pressing problems besetting our
country. If this is a political
instrument wielded by a few
willful people it is time for the
Board of Trustees to state in clear
language their concept of the
basic function of institutes of

]NDEPENDENT-

. _

_Jhe opinions expressed· in signed col~mns of ~this newspaper ~ n-o ~'
. - - i l y reflect the opinions of the edit ors. Nor is anything pri nte,:I in, this
P,Bper, u"'- cirectly noted as such, to be taken as off icial policy. or opii,icin of
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'Tom Paine'

'Tom Paine'
A Reaction

Impossible To Describe
By Robert White
To attempt a description of
''Tom Paine" as performed by the
On The Asile , Inc. is a worthless
endeavor. Those who saw the
production need not be informed
of the play. To those who did not
see it, no critical analysis could
aid you to understand.
Constantly poking at religion,
politics, and military
establishments, the brilliant cast

of ten used improvisation and
extended creativity to incorporate
the audience into play. This, I
feel, was the main purpose of the
play. "Tom Paine" is not
entertainment. It is a production
of modern living as seen through
the eyes of early American
revolutionists. Audience
incorporation is the important
instrument in the success of the
play. As the audience , you are

Pi Eta Sigma invites you
to "99'~

Sunday, October 19
Corner of Styvesant Ave., and Mill Road,
Irvington, N. J.

told what is going on in the play.
Perhaps more important, the play
becomes part of you.
What actually must be done
here to understand the play is that
you must distinguish where the
acting stopped and the
personalities of real people were
presented. The story itself could
be termed historic theater,
presenting an important aspect of
the American Revolution through
the eyes . of one Tom Paine,
American revolutionist and
philosopher.
All in all, the evening was most
enjoyable and productive. Elder
people questioned what they saw,
while young adults questioned
what to do with what they saw.
Without a doubt , "Tom Paine" is
one of the most brilliant, creative ,
relevant , and alive plays to ever be
present ed t o the American
theater.

By Dave Lichtenstein

The most difficult aspect of
reviewing Tom Paine is finding
where to begin. A simple honest
reaction is one of communication;
the communication of an idea or
concept in the raw form of
honesty which is rapidly
becoming native to the American
theatre.
Tom O'Horgan, who produced
Hair and Futz, takes similar credit
for Tom Paine. And like its
predecessors, Tom Paine
successfully communicates · a
feeling - an expression - to its
audience.
However differing, and much
to its credit, is that unlike Futz it
deals not only with concepts but
with the abstraction of factual
documentation. One with a good
sense of history , or familiar with
the time of Pain e, could
appreciate the presentation fo r

A good cry
cleanses the soul

both its historical value as well as
its artistic contribution.
I see Tom Paine, then,
presented on three levels. The fust
is that of dealing with a real
historical situation. In this case,
actor-of-the-night award must go
for the brilliant portrayal of both
·the Governor and the King of
France and combined with an
equally humorous performance,
one was given an enjoyable
picture of an hysterical comedy of
British Parliament and French
Government.
In short ; Paul Foster, who
wrote the play, captures his
audience as brilliantly as he
captures his characters in
government. An example of this
technique was the plastic cross
which the historical bishop
nonchantly clung to his side , or
the lollipop in careful possession
of the King of France.
The second level Tom Paine
deals with is seen in its abstract
presentation. Much like Futz,
Tom Paine introduces moderate
doses of aud ience-performer
ineracte r, both in the method of
cross-d i alogue and ac tor
participation in the aisle.
This concept, which most
definately has caught fever in the
theatre, _ seems to stimulate the
(Co nti nued on Page 7)

Executive Board

Oct. 8-1 Q
Applications
Oct. 16
Primary

After all is shed and
done , you r so ul may b e
saved ... but yo ur contac ts
need help . They need Le nsine . Lensine is the one contact len s solution for com plete contact care ... prepa ring .
cleansing , and soaking .
The re was a time when you
needed two or more differe nt lens
solutions to prope rly prepare and
maintain your co ntacts . No more .
Lensine . from Th e Muri ne Company , makes caring for contact
lenses as convenient as wearing
them .
Just a drop or two cit Lensine
coa ts an d lubricates yo ur le ns .
This allows the lens to float more
freely in the eye, red uc ing tea rful
irritation. Why? Because Len sine

is a compati ble, " isotoni c " solu tion, very much like you r eye 's natural flui ds.
Clea ning you r con tacts with
Lensi ne retards the bui ld -up of
fo rei gn d ep osits o n th e lenses.
And soaking yo ur co ntac ts in Lensine between weari ng periods assures you of proper lens hyg iene.
You get a free so aki ng-storage
case with individual lens compart ments on th e bottom of every bot tle of Lensi ne.
It has been demonstrated the
impro per storage betwee n wear -

Oct. 23

in gs per mit s the
growth of bacteria on
the lenses. This is a
sure cause of eye irritation an d in some
case s can endanger
you r vision . Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine because it's steri le, sel f-sanitizing , an d anti se ptic .
Lensine .. . the sou/u tion for
comp lete con tac t lens care . Made
by the Mu rine Company, In c.

not your
contacts

Final

Council

Oct. 29-31
Applications
Nov. 6

Primary
Nov. 13

Final
Deadline for applications
for Soph. Class Congress
due Fri. 10, 1969.
Hand into Student Org.
Office.
Soph.

Class

Congress

Election Oct. 16, 1969
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VIETNAMMORATORIUM
WHY???
ON OC_
TOBER 15, 1969 WE WANT TO EXPLORE
HOW & WHY -

GOOD & BAD?

th is is not a protest
th is ,is an educat fonal I cultural experience

CLASSES HA VE BEEN OFFICIALLY SUSPENDED:
TO LAMENT THE DEAD;
TO ENLIGHTEN THE LIVING.
"THE HUMANITIES ARE FOR THE LIVING"
YOU CAN AFFORD TO MISS THIS DAY ONLY IF

VIETNAM
HAS NOT, WILL NOT, CAN NOT ... AFFECT YOU!

come
VIETNAM MORATORIUM COMMITTEE

Room T-203 ext-250-51-52
NEWARK STATE-COLLEGE

9:00
Band, Madrigal Choir and Memorial Service. (Piano Sonata) TPA

10:30-12:00

,I,

Board of Trustee Member
,
Introduce Dr. Didsbury - Member of Faculty Senate
Introduce Helstosky - U.S. Representative
B.B.C . Film

12:00-1 :00
LUNCH

· 1:00-2: 00

.
•

'II#'

,r.,r·

"The Wh isper" - An Art Event
Group I Workshops
Effects on Black Community, CBA
Draft
Impotency of power
Vietnam war as a symbol
~---•-s

.._ <I.I. I' ll.,._ J

i

I

-.

,

2:00-2:30
Break
2:30-3:30
Guerrilla Theater

3:30-4:30
Group 11 Workshops
Political action after October 15
Negotiations in Paris
Rehabi litation of returning veterans, problems of
participatio n

4:30-5:30
Group 11 1 Workshops
War and Med ia
War's EFFECT on Domestic Priorities
Alternatives to violence

-
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by Dave Lichtenstein

Student Profiles

Bob Byrnes; President, lnter-Fratern ity Sorority Council
By Dave Lichtenstein
(Bob Byrnes graduated from
Morristown High School in 1966.
A senior at Newark State , he is
president of l. F.S.C. and a brothe r
of Nu Delta Pi fraternity. In the
foll owing inte rview he discusses
the role of the fraterrt ity on
campus, and entertains his view of
the direction of Greek life on this
campus.)
BOB BYRNES : PRESIDENT,
I.F.S.C.
INDEPENDENT - What do you
feel should be the function of a
fraternity or sorority?
BYRNES - GreeR organizations
have two functions ; an external
and internal one. Externally , they
should help the campus an d add
to the overall college community
through a se rvice aspect.
Internally, they serve as a place
where person can develop talents
and experience a development of
personality and character.
INDEPENDENT - How about
Greek life specifically at Newark
State?
BYRNES - The fraternities more
or less , whether you want to
admit it or not, are running the
campus. Almost all presidental
positions on campus are he] d by
Greeks.
INDEPENDENT - What direction
do you see Greek life moving in at
this campus?
BYRNES - I see it growing,
although changing. In past Greek
groups were very cliquish, because
each fraternity and sorority did
not have great internal strength
and therefore had to create a false
sense of confidence in itself.
But now, the groups are more
sure of themselves and not afraid
of being 'attacked' by another
Greek organization. Before a
fraternity might be afraid to
associate with another one
because it would hurt them, but
now they are finding that they
can \York with he other guy.
INDEPENDENT - Do you
consider Greek organ¢ations to
be 'cliques'?
BYRNES - No. They aren' t

cliques, but the people in a BYRNES - I do not think that a
fraternity or sorority are tight. fraternity should be a poltical
The majority would be hanging group ... If a brother wants to be
with the same people even if a politician , it is his
Greek organizations did not exist. PEROGATIVE. But the group
INDEPENDENT - What do you should not be fo rced to back him,
feel a fraternity or a sorority and policy-making should not be
done by the fra ternity.
should look for in a pledge?
BYRNES - What it comes down INDEPENDENT - Do you feel
to is that the members of the that there is a real 'fraternity
Greek organization must feel that power system' on campus?
they could be a brother or a sister BYRNES - You have got to
to the prospective pledge. Next in admit that most of the big
importance to this is what could political powers pledged - when
th~ pledge do for the overall · they were sophomores .... There
are very few politicians on campus
group.

Bob Byrnes

INDEPENDENT
As President
of I.F.S.C., how do you feel about
hazing?
BYRNES - Subdued hazing is
great. When hazing gets to the
point, however , where it is no
longer fun and games and when
the pledge no longer sees the
humor in it, it is bad and should
be stopped. But Hazing isn't the
only aspect of Pledging. There are
also pledge meetings and informal
get togethers. Hazi ng is only the
visible aspect of pledging.
INDEPENDENT - What do you
feel about the involvement of
fraternities in campus politics?

who aren't members of a Greek
organization _.~
What is commonly referred to
as the fraternity power system
will be hard to beat.
INDEPENDENT - What ty-pe of
events does I.F.S.C. have planned
for this year?
BYRNES - Our main project will
be 'Greek Week'; a week set aside
for Greeks to get together and
work fo r Greek dances ,
fund-drives , and other all-Greek
even ts to increase Greek unity .
INDEPENDENT - How about
Greek participation in Service
Events?

THIS CAN GET YOUR

HEAD TOGETHER

Lead your own life.
Enjoy it.
Don't let life let you down
because of a silly headache. Happiness is as far _.t
a way as an Anacin®bottle.
Anacin is twice as strong
in the specific pain reliever doctors recommend most as the other
well known extra strength
tablet.
Anacin may not bend
your mind, but it sure will
get your head t ogether.

BYRNES - Individual Greek
groups are running various fund
drives. Hopefully we can all get
together on a big Christmas
project. Previously most groups
h ave d on e some ty pe of
fund-raising for Christmas. If all
groups can combine their energy
and effo rts , we can do better than
before.
INDEPENDENT - Do you feel
that this year's 'Meet The Greeks
Program' was a success - in
reference to charges that it was
over-cliquish?
BYRNES - Yes , I feel it was
successful if you realize the
purpose of it - to acquaint
non-greeks with the Greek system.
You wouldn't have a fraternity
or a sorority unless people were
back-slapping together. This is
visible Brotherhood and
Sisterhood.
INDEPENDENT - How do you
feel about the addition of Alpha
Sigma Mu, the veterans fraternity?
BYRNES - I feel that it is great
to have more groups to offer the
pledges. This is a special interest
group - all veterans - and it
seems to be moving into the swing
of things.
INDEPENDENT - What is the
relationship of I.F.S.C. to Alpha
Phi Omega, the service fraternity?
BYRNES - It appears now that
all situations blocking APO from
entering I.F.S.C. will be removed .
INDEPENDENT - As president
of I.F.S.C. , how do you view the

emergence of C.B.A. (Collegi_ans
for Black Action) on campus?
BYRNES - In a sense I would
view them as a sort of fraternity ,
since they share the same interest.
At present I.F.S.C. and C.B.A.
have no direct bearing · on each
other. Concerning athletics, they
may play Greek organizations in
scrimmage games.
INDEPENDENT - How do you
feel about the status of Greek life
at N.S.C. in yomparison to other
college campuses?
BYRNES - Actually , maybe I'm
too idealistic. We don't do as
much as I feel we really could.
But on some campuses Greek
groups do not even conduct fund
drives. I would say that we are
right in !he middle.
INDEPENDENT - How do you
feel that the switch from a
teacher-oriented to a liberal arts
campus will affect Greek life?
BYRNES - It will help the
fraternity system, since it will
bring more ma:les on campus. It
will also bring a wider range of
people into the fraternity and
offer a larger assortment to
choose from.
INDEPENDENT - How do you
:see Greek life for the upcoming
year?
BYRNES - The Greek system is
the best I have seen it in the four
years I have been here. Everybody
is moving tether , and it is
gradually getting better on all
levels of Greek development.

'To.m Paine'
.A Reaction
(Continued from Page 5)

audience rather then to just act' a
performance before them.
The third level, and perhaps
most important to this
production, was the universal
question of man's identity which
was posed. In the case of Paine,
the question arises of which is
more ' real', man's true self or
man's reputation.
Although the answer is only
hinted at, it is most definately an
intricate part of Tom Paine. For
Tom Paine the drunkard, who
would sell his pride for a sip of
gin, is hardly as popular in history
books as is the ledgendary Tom
Paine, revolutionary Patriot who
stood up with principle in the
messages of Common Sense and

In any event, the educational
value of Tom Paine should not be
overlooked nor underestimated.
The oneness of performance and
audience awareness are expanding
into all field of endeavor. And it is
not too far fetched to consider
similar experiences evolving in the
classroom as a learning stimulant.

SIGMA
BETA
TAU
Invites you

The Rights of Man.

At the end of the play when
the drunkard Paine attempts to
registar to vote, the pollwatchers
scoff at the torn bum. For the real
Tom Paine is a man of heights,
not the gin worn vagabond
without a country to call his own ..
Repeatedly throughout the
performance it was also evident
the Tom Paine could be paralled
to the struggles and frustrations of
today, if not of any universal time
in history.
For those who appreciate art.
Tom Paine was the artists brush.
For those who are intrigued by
philosophy, "To be o'r not to be",
Mr. Paine. And for those who are
amazed by the fantasy of realityy
- and of real history, Tom Paine
makes things just a little more
interesting.

to the
Evergreen
to morrow
nite

8:30-?
PA.ID
ADVERTISEMENT
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.On:. The Ball .
By Rick ·Watson

Newark Defeats Paterson In
First Conferenc-e Match
The Squires last Wednesday
took the incentive from Notre
Dame and "got one for the
Gipper" by beating Paterson State
3-2 in their first conference game.
"The Gipper" is "Doc" Errington
who for six years has seen his·
Squire teams, no matter how
much better than Paterson State
they were fall apart under the
test. This year was a different
story, however, the team didn't
choke and the constant running
imposed in practice by Coach
Ippolito payed off as the Squires
played hard till the end.
The combination of Dave
Colpitts, Al Maoino and Ivo Lekic
worked well during the game as
was shown on the first score. Al

got a pass from the halfback line , Paterson to the ball for the first
passed to Ivo who tipped the ball time in the game and were
to Dave for the shot at 17 minutes running their opponents into the
of the first period. In the second ground. There was a moment of
period however, the Squires failed anxiety in the third period when
to keep the ball in the opponents Clem dove on a ball just as a
end of the field and the inevitable Paterson player got it off his foot.
happened - Paterson scored, Clem lost his breath and was
twice in fact , both on head balls. shook for the rest of the game ,
The first goal came on a corner but didn't let it affect his playing
kick by Carlo Dente to the center . game as he made several
of the goal area where Mike spectacular saves and injured a
Guzzo put his head on the ball. Paterson player while breaking up
Three minutes later , at the seven a scoring attempt. With I 0:30
minute mark, a shot by Dente led minutes gone in the third period,
to a head ball by Pete Santeusanio Ivo scored on a pass from
to make the score 2-1 at halftime. Colpitts. With the score now tied
When the game began again, 2-2 the Squires defense began to
the running in practice showed its click. They kept Paterson on the
worth. The Squires were beating defense for the rest of the game .
Bob Ebner was instrumental in
this as he broke up many plays,
along with Bob Liddle, Rick
Szeles, John Wilson, Hank
Ruthowski , and Al Moreno came
back many times from his center
forward position to steal the ball
away from the Paterson offense.
the Squires were unable to keep Finally in the fourth period, the
the ball on Upsala's side and as a Squires b roke through the
result Upsala had many scoring Paterson defense again on a pass
attempts, scoring at six minutes, from Dave to Ivo who scored.
. seven minutes, sixteen minutes
and twenty-one minutes of the
period. The first goal came on a
short kick by Brad Newman
followed a minute later by Gary
Adamek's headshot off a corner
kick by Bruck Tolhurst. The fifth
Upsala goal came when Ross
Christie led Brad Newman in front
of the goal for a shot. Their last
goal came on Brad Newman's
third goal a dribbler out of a
crowd of Squire defensemen in
front ·of the goal.

NSC Trou-nced
By Upsala, 6-1
On Friday, Newark State
hosted Upsala University in their
second game of the season. After
two periods of close play on the
soggy, wet field, Upsala scored
four goals to break the game wide
open and easily defeat the Squires
6-1.

Both teams appeared evenly
matched as the game began with
the ball traveling from endline to
endline during most of the period.
With five minutes gone in the first
period, however , a corner kick
situation developed for Upsala.
Mike Haas taking the shot and
scoring on a curving shot into the
Squires goal. Shortly after the
goal, Squire co-<:aptain Bob Ebner
was injured in a play near the
Newark goal and had to be taken
to the hospital . This left the
Squires without two big men, as
goalie Clem Restine was not able
to start due to an injury suffered
against Paterson. In the secoifd
period, as in the first, play was
hard and evenly matched but
again Upsala managed to break
through the Squire defense as
wing George Thurlow took a shot
from twenty yards out which
cleared goalie Jorge Bacra's
outstretched hands with 9
minutes gone.
The third period was
disasterous for the Squires. Taking
their turn on the bad side of the,
fiel d, plagued by mud and soft
earth in front of the goal and
puddles in the surrounding area,

As sports editor of the INDEPENDENT as well as a soccer player,
I join the rest of the team in appreciating the large turnouts at the first
two games. On behalf of the team, I would like to thank everyone that
came. Some of the more prominent fans in the crowds which averaged
about 150 for the two games, were President Weiss, Dr. Benson, Mr.
Watterman, Mr. Pitt, Bill Price and Bill Loehning along with many
faculty members. It is encouraging to see so many faculty members
acknowledging the fact that education is not only bookwork but
extra-<:urricular activities as well. Again, thanks for coming out, we'll
need your support this season.
What began as a good season is slowing turning into disaster. Clem
R~stine and Bob Ebner will probably be out for the year ; Clem got
kicked in the kidneys during the Paterson game and now suffers with a
bruis~d kidney and Bob is suffering from a concussion and possible
fracture along with a sprained toe. Dave Colpitts has a minor pulled
hamstring while Jerry McLaughlin has a serious one·and is out for three
weeks. These are the major ailments; about half the team is suffering
from ailments but are still able to play, after taping and whirlpools.
When the season began it looked like Glassboro and Jersey City
would fall to the Squires as did Paterson. Montclair and Trenton
seemed to offer the only battles, but now all of the remaining
conference games will be tough.

* * *

ATTENTION ALL MEN! N.S.C . has the facilities to field a men's
intercollegiate swimming, wrestling, and lacrosse team. Finances and
coaching are not master problems.
If you are interested in any of the above sports please come to
the Athletic Director's office (D- I Gym) and ask for the appropriate
application. If between 20 and 30 men sign up for any of the 3 sports, a
meeting will be called and the athletic dept. will try to carry the ball
from that point.
Now is the time to show your interest. The winter and spring
athletic season will be here soon. Equipment and scheduling cannot be
done overnight. If interested, SIGN UP NOW!!

* * *

Varsity Basketball practice will begin October 15, preceded by a
short meeting at five o'clock. Anyone interested in playing should be at
the meeting and practice and obtain a physical prior to the practice
from the Health Services. The following times have been set up for
appointments for anyone interested: Monday, Oct. 13, 12:00-1: 15,
Tuesday , Oct. 14, 8:30-10: 15, and Wednesday, Oct. 15 , 9:00-10: 15.
Each prospective candidate should bring his own equipment. Managers,
timers and helpers are also needed.

Social Committee Mixer
Saturday, October 11
8:00-12:00

Snack Bar

Squire Snapshots • • •
• • • Dave Colpitts

Newark State's only goal came
early in the fourth period on a
slicing shot by Ivo Lekic , his third
goal of the year. As in the
Paterson game , the Squires were
going strong in the last period
while their opponent was winded
and worn out. If not for the loss
of Ebner and Restine along with
miscellaneous injuries that other
players sustained during the game,
the score would have been much
closer, but the defense was
seriously cut down by injuries.
The one bright spot was the play
of freshman goalie, Jorge Barca,
who despite the score played a
good game, making fifteen saves.
Perhaps by the Rutgers South
Jersey game next Thursday the
Squires can rebuild their forces_
and come back with a win.

The emphasis of this year's
soccer team is on running. As far
as running goes, as well as skills,
no one on the 1969 soccer team
excells more than senior Dave
Colpitts. Dave is one of the
quietest men on the team , but the
opponents always know he is
there with his fast breaks and
.,,,.,. excellent skills on -ihe forward
line. His ability on the line is
shown by his success last year. He
scored nine goals , second in team
scoring, and had six assists.
Dave's soccer career began at
East Brunswick High School
where he played varsity soccer for
two years making alkounty wing
as a senior. Along with soccer, he
playe d three years of varsity track
and placed fifth in the half mile at
the State finals. A senior GE
major now at Newark State, he is
playing in his third year.

NOTICE
The Independent is recruiting
typists. Anyone able to come in
on Monday afternoons is urged to
do so.

Special Vietnam SupPiemelli-Remember October 15 !
War Is Hell

Peace be with you !

.: NEWARK STATE CO LLEGE, UNION, N EW JERSEY
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A Fina l Plea
'For Your Presence!
The Moment of Truth is imminent.
Students in a nationwide campaign are
calling for their respective institutes of
higher learning to re-evaluate the present
crisis in Vietnam. The re-evaluationhas taken
the form of a Moratorium , a redirection of
the common everyday educational
experience, to provide for critical thought of
the issues surrounding Vietnam .
The Vietnam Moratorium Day on
October 15 , is not a laughing matter. If you
are eating, sleeping, or just breathing on this
American continent, in this American
republic, then you are affected by the
Vietnam war. Of course, you say , "I know
that, but what can I do." Who wants to
listen to a lot of bullshit anyway, I hear
enough of it in class, so I'll make use of this
time off to (fill in the blanks) take it easy,
earn some money ."
Are these the words of pessimists,
apathetic citizens, the non-committal
student? Or are these YOUR words?
In the words of President Weiss: "We are
most concerned whether people will take
this opportunity to critically deal with this
important issue and a chance for positive
action ."
Again, we quote: "It is a chance for all
to re-examine values and opinions about the
war."
Dr. Weiss and the Board of Trustees, the
Vietnam Moratorium Committee, 0e

involved faculty and students of Newark
State College do consider October 15th as an
educational experience. They differ with the
headline in the Elizabeth Daily Journal
which stated "Newark State to Suspend
Classes for Vietnam Protest." If · the
opportunity for open dialogue to be offered
on October 15th, is a protest, then so be it.
We will not quibble with semantics.
But, can you learn anything from this
opportunity for dialogue?
Have you formed immutable , undefiable
opinions about the war?
Or, have you, like many of us, read the
death tolls and the obituaries attributed to
this war, but are unsure to the advocacy of
(1) either remammg in Nam or . (2)
withdrawing immediately or (3) withdrawing
slowly but surely.
According to the National Vietnam
Moratorium ·committee, in Washington ,
Newark State College was the third College
in the U.S. (Over 300 colleges will
participate in this Moratorium day) to cancel
classes on October 15th. The trustees of our
institution consider this moratorium day of
sufficient educational value to warrant
classes to be suspended.
Have you forgotten , or will you
remember, on October 15th, that our
country is a democracy whose very power
lies in the hands of its citizens.
Will you accept your power as a citizen?
Will you accept the challenge and be here.
on October 15th, to learn about the
Vietnam war and "to critically deal with the
issue ."

Oct. 9, 1969

Classes Suspended
For Moratorium

The Board of Trustees adopted
a resolution ~greeing to the
cancellation of all classes on
,Wednesday, October IS, the day
.of the nation Vietnam
;Moratorium , at _its meeting las~
month.

Guerilla
Theater
Planned

The resolution of the Board of
Trustees in its entirity is read as
follows:
WHEREAS: The Faculty Senate
and the Student Organization of
Newark State College have
recommended to the President of
the college the suspension of
classes for varying periods on
October 1S, 1969, in order that
the students and faculty may
o b serve a d ay of solemn
commemoration for those who
have lost their lives in the
Vietnam conflict; and
WHEREAS: Such a day of

"People who get involved in
(Continued on S-4)
·Guerilla T heatre find a greater
meaning in life through an
understanding of themselves. I'd
like to see every member of
Newark State experience Guerilla
Theatre at least once", asserts
Marc Laurano, chairman of the
Guerilla Theatre group. Students
will get their first opportunity to
experience this new theatre on In observance of Moratorium Day,
October 15 at 2:30 on the lawn professor Vito Giacalone will hold
(wea th er permitting) or the an art event entitle d THE
Theatre of Performing Arts as a WHISPER outside the Student
part of the Vietnam Moratorium. Activities Bldg. at 11 A.M.
"Several hundred students are
Using a "free-form expression
of body and mind", basically needed to make this event
improvisational in nature, the successful," states Giacalone.
He explains the event this way:
troupe will act out, hopefully
A few hundred persons, each
with the help of several members
of the audience, the experiences holding a paper cup in the shape
of a soul killed in Vietnam who of a cone, will stand shoulder to
shoulder in two lines facing each
wants to know why he died.
According to Marc, who was other on either edge of the
first introduced to Guerilla walkway between the student
Theatre in California, the local activities building and Townsend
groups of approximately thirty is Hall. The first person in each line ,
composed of NSC students, two starting at the student activities
faculty members (more are being building, will whisper a message
sought), and a few out-side through a paper cup concerning
participants, "a mixture of all his feelings about America's
types of people in all walks of involvement in Vietnam to the
1 !l' ,,
person next to him, who in turn
llle .
· The group is making plans for relays the message to the person
activities that will run long after next to him, right down the line.
their Moratorium Day He then plants his paper cup into
performance is over and invite all the ground face up where he is
those interested in this new drama standing. Volunteers will then fill
group to contact Marc Lauran at them with water from watering
mailbox No. 273 or 736-4186 for cans. The people then disperse
quietly.
more information.

Giacolone
To Hold
Whisper

"
J
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Reflections of a Returning Soldier Part 1
By STAN LYNNIK

The infantry man drops lightly
to the ground, scrambling away
from :. the churning beast that
broughthim through the air across
the foreboding land of damp
forests and sunken farmland. The
A.P.C.'S. are waiting for him an
the soft green jungle floor, their
hard armored bodies a violent
contrast to the lushness
surrounding them. Somewhere
close by a machine gun stutters,
spewing a hail of destruction. A
radio crackles sharply, calling that
distant dispatcher, artillery.
Seconds later a shrill scream
announces the arrival of
high-explosive shell that crashes
through the canopy overhead and
detonates with the hideous roar,
on the steaming jungle floor. The
ground erupts, ears ring, and
smoke billows skyward. The gun
fire increases in volume, machine
guns now open up on troopers.
The men move quickly to engage
the enemy ; to force him into the
open and make him quit firing.
Increasing fire makes the soldiers
seek cover; drop into the mud and
return the bullets, round for
round. Finally, the woodline is
gained and the treacherous circle
is completed. Once again the
tangled undergrowth catches the
clothes ; movement becomes
agonizingly slow. The enemy fires
from hidden bunkers and spider
holes or treetop perches, high
above. The ground is thick with
booby traps and mines but the
men keep moving. And so the war
continues, day after day, night
after night, never ending.
Vietnam. To the American
fighting there, half a world from
home, the name means many
things - almost none of them
good. It means the farthest place
from those he loves. It means the
closest place_ to death. It may
mean a rice paddy where he lost
his best friend. It does mean a war
in which he must surely and
quickly lost the last remanents of
his boyhood (It would be cruel
enough without war).
Vietnam is stagnant rice
paddies, red clay gumbo, dense
jungle vines, bamboo thickets and

12 foot elephant grass. It is a
country of two seasons: divided
between 120 degree heat and 95%
humidity; of drought and then
monsoon. As one G.I. put it,
"This is the only place in the
world where you can be shoulder
deep in mud and have dust
blowing in your face at the same
time."
Vietnam is infested by the red
ant, the malaria mosquito , the
bamboo flea and the bamboo
viper, the cobra, pit viper and a
dozen others. Spiders, lizards,
flies, rats, bats, leeches and a
million insects - no two alike.
There is malaria, jungle rot,
typhus, fungus, dysentery ,
pneumonia, heat prostration,
tuberculosis, leprosy and a couple
of Asiatic ailments we haven' t
quite put a hand on yet.
They thrive, all of them. But
miraculously so does the spirit of
the American Infantryman
. "grunt-ground-powder" as he is
called. He accepts the
unendurable conditions of the
cruel and agonizing war. He
accepts the 20 hour, 7 day work
week with no women, booze or
overtime. He accepts the million
other bitternesses of Vietnam the taste of dirty rice paddy
water, insect bites and stings, the
grime, dirt, dust and mud. He
accepts rotting wrist watch bands,
"Dear John" letters and the
slowness of counting the days
gone by till its time to go home.
He hears "Hanoi Hattie" reading
out casualty reports over Radio
Hanoi, sees his buddies fall in
battle, but still, he endures - the
cries of pain, "Medic" and the
smell of death.
Vietnam is this. It is the phony
war story every man despises and
- the war story too true to ever
be told.
The infantry man endure all
these hardships. For the task he
feeds himself on courage,
selflessness and comradeship. He
gets along on the most simple and
pathetic little pleasures; the seat
wrinkled photograph of a loved
one, the sight of a saffren yellow
mailbag - a letter from home. A
clean stream with no leeches, a

A contingent of U.S. Marines watch as U.S. jets bomb and strafe North Vietnamese positions which
had stopped their advance. The action took place southwest of Da Nang during "Operation Meade
River."

nights sleep in a bed, hot chow,
cold beer, a battered old Playboy,
a burst of insect repellant on a
leech, a dry cigarette and most of
all a circled date on a short timers
calendar reminding him the days
are going by, yet painfully slow.
But even here there is humor.
Not gallows humor, but humor
that fights the grimness and makes
it bearable. "Must be Sunday.
They 're feeding Malaria pills
again." Drive carefully, the life
you save may be your
replacement." "War is Good
Business Invest your Son." This
humor becomes to be known as
evidence of how they feel.
Who is this remarkable
American our country has sent to
Vietnam? Who is this guy the U.S.
pays the lavish sum of $65.00
extra a month, for what is the
most underpaid work in the
world? He is young. but old
beyond his years because this war
is a cram course in maturity and

Moratorium - Fighting Word,
Instead of Activity .Lull
by Dianne Arm inio
ready to raise the white flag in
Moratorium is harmlessly Vietnam. It seems incredible that
defined by Webster, as "a this vocal, but small group, is
suspension of activity." But, it has demanding that we "cut and run,"
become a fighting word. The even though the enemy,
Student Mobilization Committee meanwhile, makes no concessions.
(SMC), is simply continuing the
What has happened to the so
standard protest rhetoric. It is called "silent majority"? Can an
their announced intention of articulate liberal-left minority
pressuring President Nixon to smugly tear down a patriotic
withdraw American troops from ,.. philosophy? Or has patriotism
Vie t n am
''to tally and be.come a four letter word?
immediately.'' It is the same old
General Lewis W. Walt said in a
protest - ludicrous and mediocre. speech rec~ntlv that he believes
It is now the "No Peace for the Vietnam War would have
Nixon" campaign. From the been ended a year ago if it were
campus. strike on October 15, and not for the "voice of dissent" in
the peace march in the capital, this country. He added that the
they cry "bug out" so that they Communists have judged this to
c~ build "la novelle societe." be the "Voice" of the American
What misguided effort!
people.
To many citizens, too many
President Nixon assumed a big
members of Congress, and yes, risk when he began withdrawing
too many students . are playing troops without getting any
with fire. They are, in effect, concessions at the Paris Peace
telling the enemy that America is Conference: Our efforts have been

survival. He is someone who, age when he should be living, not
because of an established system, dying! He's quite a guy. He
(Continued o n S-4)
is forced to fight for his life at an

Ex-Marines, DiNardo,
McDonald, Discuss War
Lenny DiNardo, president of
the class of '70 , served four years
in the Marines, thirteen months of
this period was spent in Chu Lai,
Vietnam. According to Lenny,
Chu Lai was extremely
underdeveloped in 1965 , since
this area was experiencing its
worst living conditions at that
time.
Lenny states that he enlisted
because he felt that as an
American citizen enjoying the
freedoms granted him, he had a
patriotic duty to his country.
Asking him to evaluate the morale
of the servicemen, he readily
replied, "Extremely high, but in
1965 the people in general were
more sympathetic toward the war
effort."

He also believes that the U.S. is
justified in their intervention
treated with scorn by Hanoi. Not because the nation, as -a world
a single sign has appeared to power, has the responsibility to
indicate that total withdrawal of help others maintain the form of
American troops would bring an government they desire. Lenny is
end of the war. Why should the greatly dissatisfied with methods
Hanoi government make any the country is now employing,
concessions when they can look but feels that a total American
forward to bigger and better pull-out is not feasible.
Discussing the aspect of the
"moratoriums."?
Vietnamese
attitude toward
Disengagement from Viet n a m
may be possible up to a point. Americans, he feels that although
But, hopefully, it will be his contact with the Vietnamese
controlled by circumstances in people was limited, the
Asia rather than political pressures Vietnamese are economic
in Washington. What could opportunists and that the
happen is that, as soon as the affluence that the Vietnamese are
American foµ:es pulled.· out, the now realizing is due to our
massacre of the South Vietnamese American presence.
In his opinion, everyone has
would begin.
A minority today interprets the right to object to our
public opinion as being on the intervention but the abuse of this
side of surrender. It remains to be freedom is to act insincerely seen what the American people because it is the fashionable thing
would say about a pullout from to do. He feels the moratorium
V i e t n a m if the consequences will be effective if it arouses
concern and enlightens others
should prove to be grave.

while remaining objective. "It can
not accomplish this if it begins
with "anti-trappings" , states
Lenny . Asking him about the
realization of death that
servicemen must face , he believes
that you must condition yourself
not to care about your own
personal being.
Frank McDonald, a NSC
freshman, was also stationed at
Chu Lai but in 1967-68. His
enlistment in the Marines was
patriotic but at that time he had
no real concept of Vietnam.
Discussing the outlook of the
boys in Vietnam, Frank states
that it has become apathetic in
nature since many of .the
replacements he met were forced
to go. The dissension at home in
his opinion, has caused numerable
effects - one being personal
contemplation on the part of the
servicemen. Frank feels that the
Vietnamese people are opposed to
progress because they have been
fighting for such a long time
without results . He asked a
Vietnamese youth why he was not
serving his country. His reply was,
"Why should I when I have you
Americans to do it for me."
Frank's personal conviction is
that the U.S. is engaged in a losing
battle because Vietnam will
eventually turn Communist and
we have undertaken the role of
imperalists. Vietnam has become
totally dependent on war aid and
has made no obvious effort to
help itself.
As far as draft-dodging is
concerned, Frank does not believe
that running from it is a solution,
yet he does feel that through
school and draft-deferred jobs
men may attempt to avoid "that
hell on earth".
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Vietnam-Quicksand of
Political, Military Folly

At the perimeter of the encirc led U.S. Marine base at Khe Sanh ,
leathernecks ·have constructed a defensive system of bunkers and
fight ing holes which are connected by a deep trench. The base
receives regular rocket and artillery fire from North Vietnamese
guns emplaced in the su rrounding hills.

Vietnam And The
False Patriots
by James V . Pepe
Vietnam , that dirty little war
that nobody wants, or so people
say. Most of the senators in
Congress, that are against the war,
voted for the Tonkin resolution
and to send America' s sons to
fight and die . The people also
suppported this decision. There
was a reason for Congress to make
this act , that we the people -are
ignorant of, and this reason will
most likely be brought out in the
future . However , now that our
commitment has been made and
has grown tougher and not as
easily won as expected , some of
the congress and people are calling
for a withdrawal and a cease fire.
We had a cease fire in Korea and
now we are in Vietnam. If we
withdraw fro m Vietnam, where
will we be nex t? Cambodia? Laos?
Thailand? Indonisia? Malasia? or
may be the Philippines?
Then our sons will be sent to
try and end what we never
finished and the withdrawal will
ha ve en d e d not h i n g, bu t
prolonged another something, a
war. No body want s war , but the
price of free dom is high and it is
paid in full by war. The Vietnam
conflict could most likely be won
if America took to the offensive,

but most people will disagree by
saying "This isn' t America's
image." Image or no image let us
face reality, war is hell, and to end
this war , we must make an all out
effort. Not only on the
battlefield, but here too at home.
Unity is one of the best weapons
there is.
However, the more we protest
the more American soldiers will
die and in an indirect way we
become an enemy, or murderer,
of our own men. Therefore, let us
unite behind our President. Let
pressure be applied to the other
side also. Let us not be false
patriots and run out just because
the going gets a little tough.
Instead, let us be true patriots and
stand with determination and
vigor and the war will surely end.
The cau ses of wa r should then be
attacked, not only by one side,
bu t by all the world. But all the
world will not comply to this
idealogy, so war will always be.
Thomas Paine summed it up when
he said " Those who expect to
reap the blessings of freedom
mu st undergo the fa tigues of
supporting it."
Jame s V. Pepe
"War Is Really Hell,
I know . .. . I fought one ."

By Eugene Fixler
Last week , one of the editors
of the Independent asked if I
would vo lunteer an article
including my thoughts on
Vietnam for publication. We
talked for a few minutes and
immediately it became evident
that my feelings and ideas on this
Asian disease were both cryptic
and simplistic. I was asked to
elaborate somewhat more in
writing, and I shall try , but I find
it exceedingly difficult to expand
upon a situation which has been
already hideously drawn out,
constantly wrong, and bungled
beyond belief.
I shall not attempt to list a
history of events which led the
United States into this trage dy . It
is my opinion that historians
could do a more technically astute
job than I. However, what is
evident is that between 30,000
and 40,000 United States citizens
have been slaughtered in the
quicksand of one of the greatest
political and military follies. Our
entire rationale for maintaining
forces in Vietnam and continuing
in the hopeless bloodbath of an
Asian war meant for Asians is
based upon the psycho-political
mechanisms of our national ego.

As we progressed into deeper and
d eeper political and military
involvements in that country
comme_ncing with President
Eisenhower and currently
involving President Nixon, we
continuously trapped ourselves
in to supporting corrupt and
totally despised South Vietname se
governments while we searched
for a face-saving lessening of
involvement and eventual
withdrawal. The latter is the basis
of an a b solutely wrong ,
systematically stupid set of
arguments which apparently have
been conveye d to our Presidents
by leaders of our military
think-tanks in the Pentagon.
It is immoral to compound our
admitted mistake of initial
involvement with extension of the
war. It is an incorrect premise that
the United States would be
crushed as a major power if we
were to withd raw from South
Vietnam without either the
achievement of a military detente
or the acceptance by the Northern
and Southern Governments and
the Viet Cong of a coalition ruling
body. Everyday that our soldiers ·
emerge upon the battlefields of
South Vietnam for another day's
battle helps to move the united

States one more significan t step in
the direction of d issent ,
divisiveness and into the fabric of
domestic self-hate. The cities are
crumbling, too many people are
both economically and
emotionally poor, and we are
suffe ring from a national
psychologi c al depr e ssion
tempered
only
by
hallucenogenics, hedonistic habits,
and the new acid pop cop-out
culture.
Godamtnit! The United States
will not be hammered into the
ground by our total
disengagement from this most
tortuous of wars. We must admit
our mistake ; we must get out of
there immediately, and we must
throw all our energies into our
own domestic decay. We are a big
nation and a powerful nation. We
are feare d by those who should be
awed by us. The gamesmanship of
our politicians and diplomats
mu st end immediately , and all of
our strength must return to
correcting our national mental
health.
The only people who could
possibly begin to destroy the
United States are its own citizens,
not a Viet Cong with an
automatic rifle .

Where the
Fault Lies
In Vietnam
Some people in this coun try
feel that through the efforts of
politicians and the application of
political pressure America could
get ou t of Vietnam . Well , don 't
was te your time thinking those
fool ish thoughts . As long as the
Vietnam war is in the interest of
the capitalist system there will be
a Vietnam conflict.
The capitalist sy stem is the
c a use of American folly in
Vietnam , not the leaders of this
country . In the United States the
power is not held by the
politicians but by the famil ies and
groups of fa milies that have
control of the managements of
the corporations. A case of
politics is property . So therefo re
it's some family that owns a big
estate on Snob Hill that indirectly
causes the United States to
involve itself in one Vietnam after
another. Not that these people
want Vietnam - they simply can' t
help it. Ferdinand Lundberg
author of THE RICH AND THE
SUPER RICH states: " It (the
capitalist system) doesn't do any
of this malicious! y , to be sure , any
more than an elephant feels
malice when it rubs against a
sapling and breaks it in two. An
elephant must behave like an
elephant , beyond any moral
structure. And power of any kind
must exeri itself. Historically it
has invariably exerted itself in its
own self-visualized interests." So
where the profit is the Vietnams
are (along with the elephants).
Do you want an end to the
Vietnam war? Do you want your
husband , son , boyfriend, or pal
back from Vietnam? Then act.
(Continued on S-4)

Stars and Stripes f ly above a sandbagged U.S. Fourth Division
position atop a hill near Dak Pek in South Vietnam 's Central
highlands. Troops wo rk on fortifications as protection against an
enemy troop and weapons bulldup in the area.

Moratorium Schedule
Announced Today
The Vietnam Moratorium will
begin at 9:00 A.M. on October
15th, on the former library green ,
w i th a memorial service
conducted by the Veteran's
Association . The names of those
New Jersey men who gave their
lives in Vietnam will be read by
four clergymen. Armbands worn
by participants and wreaths
placed on the lawn will help to set
the atmosphere.
Following the service , a talk
will be given by Dr. Howard F .
Didsbury, of the History
Department '. Dr. Didsbury's
speech will be based upon the
thorough knowledge he has gained
since 1963, when he. developed a
keen interest in the Vietnam
conflict and in Far Eastern affairs.
A graduate of Yale University , Dr.
Didsbury received his Masters
degree at Harvard and his

Doctorate from Amer i can
University, Washington , D .C.
Various workshops will be
conducted by members of the
faculty and student body . Acting
President Weiss will hold a panel
discussion on the Paris
Negotiations, which will examine
many different viewpoints on the
issue , the effects of different
kinds of settlements on both
sides , and generally to gain insight
into the difficulties being faced in
Paris.
A workshop entitled " The
Effects on the Black Community"
will be co-sponsored by Mr.
Wilmoth Roberts , Director of the
Exceptional Educati o nal
Opportunities Program, and the
CBA. This group intends to use a
PBL film as the basis for their
discussion.
(Continued on S-4)
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Reflections of A Soldier
(Continued from S-2)

sometimes works from when the
sun comes up until the sun goes
down and sometimes more than
one job at the same time. Months
pass with out a day off, living
continually with insistent danger,
and a few grabbed moments to
write home , "Don't worry about
me Mom, everythings fine. "
It is a bitter and frustrating war
of humping hills for weeks and
not finding Charlie, and then

Today:

having him announce himself with
a mortar barrage and shout from
the foot of your hill. " Hey, G.I .,
you die in one hour." It is a war
of contrast of modern technology
and primitive conditions. It is a
war of similarities, the ally and
the enemy look exactly alike , the
same newsless letter is sent home ,
the same gun is cleaned a
thousand times and the same fox
hole is dug over and over again.
It is a war of mistrust and

by Luis E. Sanchez

M oratorium for Whom ?
By Luis E. Sanchez

It is, indeed , gratifying to hear
and listen to those who would
honor a fellow citizen. It's an
ho nor that stands alone - for
words will neither add nor detract
the unsaid feeling it conveys.
But who will answer? Who will
be the ones to come and tribute
the dead citizens of the Ugle
Little War? And will they come,
on Moratorium Day, with hate IN
ANSEN:rIA? Will they come to
add kin dling to the fire in their
hearts and hate more, to kill more
citizens, to burn the cities to
annihilate each o ther?
'
The outcome of Moratorium
Day will depend greatly on the
individual. For him, it must mean
I) that he must seek a new

Oct. 9, 1969

Moratorium_S_c hedµl_e
(Co ntinu ed fro m S-3)

One of the most important
trust. You mistrust the slightest
movement in the bush, the . workshops will be the "Political
slightest snap of a twig in the Activites in Community after
night, the old villager with the October 15 ," headed by Dr.
concealed hand and the child who Burtt, chairman of the Philosophy
should be too young to hate. But D epartment , an d Mr. Bob
also it is learning to trust your Seidleman .
buddies and your senses and
This group will discuss the
above all your instincts.
possibilities of a demonstration
It is this bind of a way because against Vice President Agnew on
of a tenacious enemy named the evening of October 15 , in
"Charlie." Charlie is the P.A.V.N. Elizabeth ; Voter registration , the
(People's Army of Vietnam) of 18-year-old vote . Also at this
the thoroughly equipped North workshop, Henry Helstotski, Jr. ,
Vietnam battalians. Charlie is the the Senator's son , who . will be
guerilla, five feet six inches tall, discussin the World Federalist
12_0 pounds, the master of Union. There will also be a
concealment and camoflage.
Continued next week

endeavor - with a true pu rpose
and a just meaning; 2) that h uman
achievement is the greatest of all
human attribu tes - and must not
{Continued from S-1)
be waste d on silly matters, such as
commemoration
wo ul d provide
wars; 3) that a rearrangement of
for
open
dialogue
among
members
goals and objectives is called for to avoid the errors of the past; of the college community and a
and 4) that he must surrender learning experience in democratic
himself to the belief of global procedures; and
cit ize nship , fellowship, and WHEREAS : , Such a day of
commemoration would provide
understanding.
The days of nationalistic · for serio u ,,s examination of
ideali.sm are numbered. Never national priorities and a
be fore, in the history of rededication to the humanistic
civilization, has mankind had so principles traditional at Newark
much in common. To let this . State College and intrinsic in our
opportunity pass by, will be to national life ; now therefore be it
RESOLVE: That the Board of
live in vain.
On Moratorium Day , I will go Trustees of Newark State College
agrees that all classes shall be
to the hou se of the Lord and suspended on October 15, 1969.
pray.

Classes
Suspended

1

Where The
Fault Lies
In Vietnam
(Continued from S-3)

The capitalist system in the
United States must be broken
down. But how? To give a
complete answer woul d requfre a
revised writing of Das Kapital."
But I can tell you this. Act in any
way you wish , as long as you
accomplish the removal of the
"elephant" in the United States.
If you feel you must destroy
institutions, then do so. If you
must write , then do so. But act. If
you don't perhaps you and your
children will experience more
Vietnams.
- Anonymous

'

d1scuss1on of a contmuation of
the Vietnam Moritorium on
November 13 and 14, as well as
programs for the March on
Washington on November 15-25.
Anyone who is interested in
participating in the folk-singing
and poetry readings should
contact Mr. Weinstein for the
poetry reading, and Mr. Golub ,
for the musical events.
The entire program schedule
and explanation of events will be
printed and made available to the
students on Monday , October
13-15 .
According to Ken Wilson, The
Mo ritorium Committee won' t
know definitely whether or not
Senator Helstoski will be speaking
until Octobe r 10. There is al so a
good chance , Mr. Wilson said, that
Senator Eugene McCarthy will be
stopping by the campus some
time after 5 P.M ., to informally
greet students.
The Guerilla Theater will be
performing on the Moratorium
day , but it is hoped that it will
continue as a permanent group on
campus.
Some Newark State students
who are veterans of Vietnam will
present a workshop wherein they
will give their first hand
impressions and feelings regarding
the issues.
Mr. Wilson reported that the re
would also be a workshop on
draft counseling, the director of
which had yet to be determined.

